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DOK 

EXPECTATION 

• Establish norms for classroom 

discussions 

• Decide on expectations and 

purpose for discussion 

• Plan questions ahead of time 

that will link content to skills 

• Scaffold discussion using 

discussion and sentence 

frames 

• Provide opportunity for 

written and verbal responses 

(OTR) 

• Provide multiple 

opportunities to engage in 

academic vocabulary 

• Provide feedback with 

purposeful questions that 

check, build and deepen 

understanding 
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TEACHER FACILITATED DISCUSSION MOVES 

EXPLANATION 

Classroom discussion is a method of teaching, that involves the entire 

class in a discussion. The teacher stops lecturing and students get 

together as a class to discuss an important issue. Classroom discussion 

allows students to improve communication skills by voicing their opinions 

and thoughts. Teachers also benefit from classroom discussion as it allows 

them to see if students have learnt the concepts that are being taught. 

Moreover, a classroom discussion creates an environment where everyone 

learns from each other. 

 

Effective questioning prompts student thinking, guides students’ 

attention to key concepts, and supports engagement with content. When 

teachers effectively utilize questions that are purposeful and coherent, 

students’ responses can be taken as a valid source of formative 

assessment that can inform instructional decision making. Student 

responses to quality questions let teachers know if they should review, 

remediate, or advance instruction and are useful in making decisions 

about differentiation.  One three-step approach to developing questions 

is: 

• Ask recall and comprehension questions to make sure that the students 

have grasped the basic data. 

• Ask questions requiring students to explain relationships among the 

units of information and to form general concepts. 

• Ask questions that require students to apply concepts and principles 

they have developed to new data and different situations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Responses 

Review Remediate 
Advance 

Instruction 

http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/feb10/vol67/num05/Effective-Classroom-Discussions.aspx
https://www.washington.edu/teaching/topics/engaging-students-in-learning/leading-dynamic-discussions/
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/108035/chapters/Why-Talk-Is-Important-in-Classrooms.aspx
https://www.karin-hess.com/single-post/2014/4/11/The-Hess-Cognitive-Rigor-Matrix
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Effective questioning involves the following procedures:  

• asking a high frequency of questions;  

• consistently providing wait time that allows students sufficient time 

to consider and develop their responses;  

• calling on both volunteers and non-volunteers to answer questions 

and a balance of students based on ability and gender; and  

• providing different ways for students to respond to questions, such as 

independent reflection, partner or small group discussion, or whole 

group dialog, as well as through different modes, including speaking, 

drawing, writing, and physical signals/gestures.  

 

Additionally, the content of high-quality questions should be:  

• varied (questions should represent a balanced mix of question types),  

• purposeful,  

• coherent, and  

• sequenced with attention to the instructional goals of the lesson. 

High-quality questions should require students to justify their answers 

with evidence and should support students in monitoring their own 

levels of understanding.  

 

Also, teachers shouldn’t limit instruction to teacher-generated questions 

only but should guide students in generating their own questions as well.  

 

 

 

 

DoK Webb’s Resources 

Edutopia on DoK 

Collaboration on DoK 

Murray Site of Resources 

https://sites.google.com/a/bay.k12.fl.us/power-curriculum-test/webb-dok-resources
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/webbs-depth-knowledge-increase-rigor-gerald-aungst
https://www.fsusd.org/Page/8772
https://www.murrayschools17.org/instructional-strategies


K-12 Talk Moves

Building Communicative Competencies with Talk Moves

Talk Move Frames for Prompting Frames for Responding

Re-Voicing 
Teacher repeats what students have 
said and ask for clarification 

Purpose: 
Students clarify their own thinking so 
ideas are available to others.

• Is that what you were saying?
• Tell me if I am understanding you

correctly.  You are saying . . . ?
• Tell me more about that . . . 
• What do you mean when you say. . . 

?
• Give me an example of what you

mean by . . . ?

• Yes, that’s right/correct. 
• No.  What I (meant/said) was . . .
• So you are saying . . . 
• I hear . . . Is that correct?
• I think/believe/know . . . 
• My (idea, answer, opinion) is . . . 

Repeating (Paraphrasing) 
Restating what another student has 
said in one’s own words. 

Purpose: 
Orients students to listen carefully to 
the thinking and/or reasoning of 
other students.

• What was _____’s idea/opinion/
statement?

• Please tell us what _____ said in
your own words. 

• What did your partner say?

• I hear ____ say ______. 
• My partner said . . .
• What do you mean by . . . ?
• I didn’t hear you.  Will you say

that louder?
• Will you repeat that?
• Can you explain that in another

way?

Teacher Facilitated Discussion Moves 
Adopted, Fisher and Frey (2014, Close Reading and Writing From Sources; p. 99)

Discussion Move Purpose Example

Marking Restating critical points to ensure the targeted information 
is sufficiently emphasized.

That’s an important point!

Redirecting students to 
do the thinking and 
responding

Instead of simply responding to the question, teacher 
reposes the question to the student/group.

_____, what do you think?

Keep the speaking and 
listening opportunities 
going?

Assisting students to build on one another’s comments. Did everyone hear that? 
____, can you add on?

Link contributions Help others to recall points made by the group to build 
connections.

Can you repeat what ____ 
said?

Verify and clarify
Ask for evidence and reasoning. Can you add on to what ____ 

said? 
Can you clarify?

Press for accuracy Refocus students on the text. Where can you find that?

Build on prior 
knowledge

Link ideas from other texts and discussions to the current 
text.

How does this connect?

Press for reasoning Cite textual evidence. Why do you think that?

Expand reasoning with 
questioning and wait 
time

Press for elaboration of detail and further examples and 
evidence.

Take your time and say 
more.

Recapping Summarizing and highlighting statements to help students 
remember key ideas.

What have we discussed so 
far?
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ACADEMIC DISCUSSION FRAMES 
State Opinion/Claim 
• In my opinion _____.
• I believe that _____.
• From my perspective ____.
• From my point of view_____.
• My opinion on this is ____.

Support Ideas with Examples 
• I think ____ because ____.
• ____ is important because ____.
• Based on the ideas from ____, ____, and ____,

I think that _____.
• For example, ____.
• One complexing reason is that ____.
• A relevant example is ____.

Building on or Challenging Others Ideas 
• I agree with what ____ said because ____.
• You bring up an interesting point, and I also think____.
• Please give me an example of ____.
• Can you give more details on____?
• How did you come up with that answer?
• Why do you think that_____?
• May I add something here?
• I don’t really agree because ____?
• My idea is different.   I think that____?

Paraphrase 
• What I heard you say was____.
• So , you said that ____.
• So, you think that____.
• So, your idea is that____.
• So, your opinion is that____.
• So, You’re saying that ____.

Clarify 
• I don’t quite understand your ____.
• In other words, you are saying that ____.
• What do you mean by ____?
• So, you think we should ____?
• Are you suggesting ____?

Elaborate 
• For example, ____.
• A relevant example I heard/read was____.
• I have observed that____.
• One convincing reason is that____.
• A compelling reason is that____.
• I experienced this when ____.

Comparing Ideas 
• My idea is similar to ____.
• My response is similar to____.
• My stance is comparable to____.
• My response is different from____.
• My approach is different from ____.
• How does this connect to ____?

Synthesize 
• It is my understanding that ____.
• Based on the information, I think that ____.
• I learned that ____.
• My new thinking is____.
• This makes me think of ____.

Persuade 
• The evidence shows that ____.
• ____is the best way to ____.
• I don’t really agree with you because____.
• I see it another way.  I think ____.
• I have a different perspective ____.
• My ideas is slightly different from yours.  I believe

that____.
• I have a different answer than you.

Draw Conclusions 
• Based on the evidence, ____ is ____.
• The data suggests that ____.
• After reading ____ I assume that ____.
• My analysis of ____ leads me to believe that

____.
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